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Central exclusive diffraction

Central exclusive diffraction, or central exclusive production (CEP) is the
process

h(p1)h(p2) → h(p′
1) + X + h(p′

2)

• Diffraction: colour singlet exchange between colliding hadrons, with large
rapidity gaps (‘+’) in the final state.

• Exclusive: hadrons lose energy, but remain intact after collision and can
in principal be measured by detectors positioned down the beam line.

• Central: a system of mass MX is produced at the collision point, and only
its decay products are present in the central detector region.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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Central Exclusive Production (CEP) is the interaction:

• Diffractive: colour singlet exchange between colliding protons, with 
large rapidity gaps (‘+’) in the final state.
• Exclusive: hadron lose energy, but remain intact after the collision.
• Central: a system of mass        is produced at the collision point and only 
its decay products are present in the central detector.

MX

2

hh ! h + X + h

Central Exclusive Production



Exclusive final state can be produced via three different mechanisms, 
depending on kinematics and quantum numbers of state:

QCD-induced

Photon-inducedFig. 5.31: Di-photon exclusive Standard Model production via QCD (left) and photon induced (right)
processes at the lowest order of pertubation theory.

whereas the photon induced ones (QED processes) dominate at higher diphoton masses [176]. It is
very important to notice that the W loop contribution dominates at high diphoton masses [174, 175, 177]
whereas this contribution is omitted in most studies. This is the first time that we put all terms inside a
MC generator, FPMC [179].

6.1.2 Standard Model WW and ZZ prduction
In the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, the couplings of fermions and gauge bosons are con-
strained by the gauge symmetries of the Lagrangian. The measurement of W and Z boson pair pro-
ductions via the exchange of two photons allows to provide directly stringent tests of one of the most
important and least understood mechanism in particle physics, namely the electroweak symmetry break-
ing.

The process that we study is the W pair production induced by the exchange of two photons [178].
It is a pure QED process in which the decay products of the W bosons are measured in the central detector
and the scattered protons leave intact in the beam pipe at very small angles and are detected in AFP or
CT-PPS. All these processes as well as theb different diffractive backgrounds were implemented in the
FPMC Monte Carlo [179].

After simple cuts to select exclusive W pairs decaying into leptons, such as a cut on the proton
momentum loss of the proton (0.0015 < x < 0.15) — we assume the protons to be tagged in AFP or
CT-PPS at 210 and 420 m — on the transverse momentum of the leading and second leading leptons at
25 and 10 GeV respectively, on Emiss

T > 20 GeV, Df > 2.7 between leading leptons, and 160 <W < 500
GeV, the diffractive mass reconstructed using the forward detectors, the background is found to be less
than 1.7 event for 30 fb�1 for a SM signal of 51 events [178].

6.2 Triple anomalous gauge couplings
In Ref. [180], we also studied the sensitivity to triple gauge anomalous couplings at the LHC. The
Lagrangian including anomalous triple gauge couplings l

g and Dk

g is the following

L ⇠ (W †
µn

W µAn �W
µn

W †µAn

)

+(1+Dk

g

)W †
µ

W
n

Aµn

+

l

g

M2
W

W †
rµ

W µ

n

Anr

). (5.27)

The strategy is the same as for the SM coupling studies: we first implement this lagrangian in FPMC [179]
and we select the signal events when the Z and W bosons decay into leptons. The difference is that the
signal appears at high mass for l

g and Dk

g only modifies the normalization and the low mass events
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Fig. 5.10: Invariant mass of the J/yJ/y system in (left) exclusive and (right) inclusive events. The
shaded area is the theoretical prediction of Ref. [26]

3 Future measurement at low/medium luminosity: motivation
3.1 Photon–induced processes
3.1.1 Diffractive photoproduction g p !V p
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Fig. 5.11: Diagrams representing the exclusive diffractive g p !V p amplitude.

Two largely equivalent approaches to exclusive diffractive production of a vector meson of mass
MV at g p cms energy W , applicable at small values of x = M2

V/W 2, are the color-dipole approach and the
kT -factorization.

Within the color-dipole framework, the forward diffractive amplitude shown in Fig. 6.8 takes the
form

¡mA(g⇤(Q2
)p !V p;W, t = 0) =

Z 1

0
dz

Z

d2r yV (z,r)y

g

⇤
(z,r,Q2

)s(x,r) , (5.3)

where x = M2
V/W 2, yV and y

g

are the light-cone wave functions for the quark-antiquark Fock states of
the vector meson and photon respectively. The qq̄ separation r is conserved during the interaction (and so
are the longitudinal momentum fractions z,1� z carried by q and q̄). Color dipoles of size r are diagonal
states of the S-matrix and interact with the proton with the cross section

s(x,r) =
4p

3
aS

Z d2
k

k

4
∂xg(x,k2

)

∂ log(k2
)

h

1� exp(ikr)
i

, (5.4)

which in turn is related to the transverse-momentum dependent (or unintegrated) gluon distribution (see
Ref. [35] and references therein). Let us try to understand the behaviour of the amplitude A salient
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C-even, couples to gluons

C-even, Couples to photons

C-odd, couples to photons + gluons

3

 Each one offers different possibilities…

Production Mechanisms

1 Introduction

The use of diffractive processes to study the Standard Model (SM) and New Physics at the
LHC has only been fully appreciated within the last few years; see, for example [1, 2, 3, 4], or
the recent reviews [5, 6, 7], and references therein. By detecting protons that have lost only

about 1-3% of their longitudinal momentum [8, 9], a rich QCD, electroweak, Higgs and BSM
programme becomes accessible experimentally, with the potential to study phenomena which

are unique to the LHC, and difficult even at a future linear collider. Particularly interesting
are the so-called central exclusive production (CEP) processes which provide an extremely

favourable environment to search for, and identify the nature of, new particles at the LHC. The
first that comes to mind are the Higgs bosons, but there is also a potentially rich, more exotic,
physics menu including (light) gluino and squark production, searches for extra dimensions,

gluinonia, radions, and indeed any new object which has 0++ (or 2++) quantum numbers and
couples strongly to gluons, see for instance [2, 10, 11]. By “central exclusive” we mean a process

of the type pp → p +X + p, where the + signs denote the absence of hadronic activity (that
is, the presence of rapidity gaps) between the outgoing protons and the decay products of the
centrally produced system X . The basic mechanism driving the process is shown in Fig. 1.

There are several reasons why CEP is especially attractive for searches for new heavy objects.
First, if the outgoing protons remain intact and scatter through small angles then, to a very

good approximation, the primary active di-gluon system obeys a Jz = 0, C-even, P-even,
selection rule [12]. Here Jz is the projection of the total angular momentum along the proton
beam axis. This selection rule readily permits a clean determination of the quantum numbers

of the observed new (for example, Higgs-like) resonance, when the dominant production is a
scalar state. Secondly, because the process is exclusive, the energy loss of the outgoing protons

is directly related to the mass of the central system, allowing a potentially excellent mass
resolution, irrespective of the decay mode of the centrally produced system. Thirdly, in many

topical cases, in particular, for Higgs boson production, a signal-to-background ratio of order
1 (or even better) is achievable [3, 11], [13]-[18]. In particular, due to Jz = 0 selection, leading-
order QCD bb̄ production is suppressed by a factor (mb/ET )2, where ET is the transverse energy

of the b, b̄ jets. Therefore, for a low mass Higgs, MH
<
∼ 150 GeV, there is a possibility to observe

Figure 1: The basic mechanism for the exclusive process pp → p + X + p. The system X is

produced by the fusion of two active gluons, with a screening gluon exchanged to neutralize
the colour.
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exclusive continuum background is expected to be manageable [44, 45]. The CEP of the odd–parity hc,b2749

states, for which the cross sections are predicted to be similarly suppressed to the higher spin cc,b states,2750

would also represent a further potential observable. As discussed in Section 5.3.2, the distributions of2751

the outgoing protons are expected to be highly sensitive to the spin–parity of the produced quarkonium2752

state, as well as to the soft survival factors. Finally, exclusive photoproduction of C–odd quarkonia (J/y ,2753

y(2S), °...) is of much interest; this is discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.2754

Experimental results and outlook2755

A favourable decay mode of the cc meson is to J/yg , with the only significant experimental background2756

being contamination from y(2S)! J/yp

0
p

0 where only one photon is identified from the subsequent2757

pion decays.2758

Fig. 5.4: Invariant mass of the di-muon plus photon system in events having no other activity inside
LHCb.

LHCb has made preliminary measurements [39] of the production of cc mesons with 37 pb�1 of2759

data. The selection of events proceeds as for the J/y selection in Sec. 5.4.4 but now one (rather than no)2760

photon candidate is required. The invariant mass of the di-muon plus photon system is shown in Fig. 5.42761

fitted to expectations from the SuperCHIC simulation [31, 46] for cc0,cc1.cc2 signal contributions and2762

the y(2S) background. The CDF collaboration made the first observation [38] of CEP of cc mesons2763

but because of the limited mass resolution, assumed it all to consist of cc0 mesons. The mass resolution2764

of LHCb is sufficiently good to distinguish the three states. In this decay mode, the contribution from2765

cc2 dominates although much of that is due to the higher branching fraction for this state to decay to2766

J/yg . Unfortunately, the resolution is not good enough to separate the three states completely and so the2767

fraction of the sample that is exclusively produced is determined for the whole sample and is estimated to2768

be 0.39±0.13 using the pT of the reconstructed meson. The cross sections times branching fractions are2769

measured to be 9± 5,16± 9,28± 12 pb for cc0,cc1,cc2, respectively, slightly higher but in reasonable2770

agreement with the theoretical predictions of 4, 10, 3 pb. Only the relative cross sections for cc2 to cc0 of2771

3±1 appears to be somewhat higher in the data than the theory expectation that they are roughly equal.2772

This is consistent with the CDF measurement of p

+

p

� CEP [47], where a limit on the cc0 ! p

+

p

�
2773

cross section is set which indicates that less than ⇠ 50% of the previously observed cc ! J/yg events2774

at the Tevatron [38] are due to the cc0. As discussed above, one possible reason for this discrepancy is2775

that the fraction of elastic exclusive events in the sample differs for each of the three resonances. With2776

greater statistics, a more sophisticated fit can be performed in order to estimate the fraction of exclusive2777

events separately for each cc state.2778

Further discrimination of the cc states is possible by considering different decay modes. Of par-2779

ticular interest are the decays to two pions or two kaons, which are not possible for cc1 and are about2780

four times higher for cc0 than for cc2. In addition, the mass resolution in this channel is about a factor2781

95
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SuperChic

• A MC event generator for CEP 
processes. Common platform for:

‣ QCD-induced CEP.

‣ Photoproduction.

‣ Photon-photon induced CEP.

• Include full differential treatment of survival factor. Most complete 
generator of its kind. Code and manual available at:

https://superchic.hepforge.org
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SuperChic - updates

• Superchic 2 released in 2016.
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Exclusive physics at the LHC with SuperChic 2

L.A. Harland–Lang1, V.A. Khoze2,3, M.G. Ryskin3

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College London, WC1E 6BT, UK
2Institute for Particle Physics Phenomenology, University of Durham, Durham, DH1 3LE

3Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, NRC Kurchatov Institute, Gatchina,
St. Petersburg, 188300, Russia

Abstract

We present a range of physics results for central exclusive production processes at
the LHC, using the new SuperChic 2 Monte Carlo event generator. This includes
significant theoretical improvements and updates, most importantly a fully differential
treatment of the soft survival factor, as well as a greater number of generated processes.
We provide an overview of the latest theoretical framework, and consider in detail a
selection of final states, namely exclusive 2 and 3 jets, photoproduced vector mesons,
two–photon initiated muon and W boson pairs and heavy χc,b quarkonia.

1 Introduction

Central Exclusive Production (CEP) is the reaction

pp(p̄) → p+X + p(p̄) ,

where ‘+’ signs are used to denote the presence of large rapidity gaps, separating the systemX
from the intact outgoing protons (anti–protons). Over the last decade there has been a steady
rise of theoretical and experimental interest in studies of this process in high–energy hadronic
collisions, see [1–4] for reviews. Theoretically, the study of CEP requires the development of
a framework which is quite different from that used to describe the inclusive processes more
commonly considered at hadron colliders. Moreover, the dynamics of the CEP process leads
to unique predictions and effects which are not seen in the inclusive mode. Experimentally,
CEP represents a very clean signal, with just the object X and no other hadronic activity
seen in the central detector (in the absence of pile up).

• Generated only      collisions, for range of processes:

 QCD-induced: SM Higgs, (2-3) jets, meson pairs, quarkonia, 
diphotons. Applies pQCD-based Durham model.

 Photoproduction: light mesons and quarkonia. Fit to HERA.

 Photon-induced: SM Higgs,                                (light-by-light). EPA.

• Updates discuss here:

 Consistent inclusion of heavy ion (AA, pA) collisions.

 Range of new processes included.

W+W�, l+l�, ��

pp

LHL, V.A. Khoze, M.G. Ryskin, 
EPJC76 (2016) no.1, 9
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Motivation - LbyL scattering
2 David d’Enterria for the CMS Collaboration / Nuclear Physics A 00 (2018) 1–4

Fig. 1. Diagrams of light-by-light scattering (�� ! ��, left), QED dielectron (�� ! e+e�, center), and central exclusive diphoton
(gg! ��, right) production in ultraperipheral PbPb collisions (with potential electromagnetic excitation (⇤) of the outgoing Pb ions).

undetected at very low angles (Fig. 1, left). The dominant backgrounds are the QED production of an ex-
clusive electron-positron pair (�� ! e+e�, Fig. 1 center) where the e± are misidentified as photons, and
gluon-induced central exclusive production (CEP) [6] of a pair of photons (Fig. 1, right). Simulations of
the light-by-light signal are generated with madgraph v.5 [7] Monte Carlo (MC) generator, modified [1, 8]
to include the nuclear � fluxes and the elementary LbL scattering cross section [9]. Background QED e+e�

events are generated with starlight v2.76 [10]. The CEP process, gg ! ��, is simulated with superchic
2.0 [11], where the computed pp cross section [6] is conservatively scaled to the PbPb case by multiplying
it by A2R4

g, where A = 208 is the lead mass number and Rg ⇡ 0.7 is a gluon shadowing correction in the
relevant kinematical range [12], and where the rapidity gap survival factor is taken as 100%. Given the
large theoretical uncertainty of the CEP process for PbPb collisions, the absolute normalization of this MC
contribution is directly determined from a control region in the data.

2. Experimental measurement

The measurement is carried out using the following detectors of the CMS experiment [13]: (i) the silicon
pixel and strip tracker measures charged particles within pseudorapidities |⌘| < 2.5 inside the 3.8 T magnetic
field, (ii) the lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and a brass and scintillator hadron
calorimeter (HCAL) reconstruct �, e±, and hadrons respectively over |⌘| = 3, and (iii) the hadron forward
calorimeters (HF) measure particle production up to |⌘| = 5.2. Exclusive diphoton candidates are selected
with a dedicated level-1 trigger that requires at least two electromagnetic (e.m.) clusters with ET above
2 GeV and at least one HF detector with total energy below the noise threshold. O✏ine, photons and
electrons are reconstructed with the particle flow algorithm [14]. In the case of photons, to keep to a
minimum the e± contamination, we require them to be fully unconverted. Additional particle identification
(ID) criteria are applied to remove � from high-pT ⇡0 decays, based on a shower shape analysis. Electron
candidates are identified by the association of a charged-particle track from the primary vertex with clusters
of energy deposits in the ECAL. Additional e± ID criteria discussed in Ref. [15] are applied.

Charged and neutral exclusivity requirements are applied to reject events with any charged particles
with pT > 0.1 GeV over |⌘| < 2.4, and neutral particles above detector noise thresholds over |⌘| < 5.2.
Nonexclusive backgrounds, characterized by a final state with larger transverse momenta and larger diphoton
acoplanarities, A� = (1 � ����/⇡), than the back-to-back exclusive �� events, are eliminated by requiring
the transverse momentum of the diphoton system to be p��T < 1 GeV, and the acoplanarity of the pair to be
A� < 0.01. The same analysis carried out for the LbL events is done first on exclusive e+e� candidates,
with the exception that exactly two opposite-sign electrons, instead of exactly two photons, are exclusively
reconstructed. Figure 2 (top left) shows the acoplanarity distribution measured in exclusive QED e+e�

events passing all selection criteria (circles) compared to the starlightMC expectation (histogram). A good

Available on the CERN CDS information server CMS PAS FSQ-16-012

CMS Physics Analysis Summary

Contact: cms-pag-conveners-fsq@cern.ch 2018/05/21

Measurement of light-by-light scattering in ultraperipheral
PbPb collisions at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV

The CMS Collaboration

Abstract

A measurement of light-by-light scattering, gg ! gg, in ultraperipheral PbPb colli-
sions at a centre-of-mass energy per nucleon pair of 5.02 TeV is reported. The anal-
ysis is conducted using a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 390 µb�1 recorded by the CMS experiment at the LHC. Light-by-light scattering
processes are selected in events with two photons exclusively produced, each with
transverse energy Eg

T > 2 GeV, pseudorapidity |hg| < 2.4, diphoton invariant mass
mgg > 5 GeV, diphoton transverse momentum pgg

T < 1 GeV, and diphoton acopla-
narity below 0.01. After all selection criteria are applied, 14 events are observed,
compared to expectations of 11.1 ± 1.1 (th) events for the signal and 3.8 ± 1.3 (stat)
for the background processes. The significance of the light-by-light signal against the
background-only hypothesis is 4.1 standard deviations. The measured fiducial light-
by-light scattering cross section, sfid(gg ! gg) = 122 ± 46 (stat) ±29 (syst) ±4 (th) is
consistent with the standard model prediction.

EUROPEAN ORGANISATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

Nature Phys. 13 (2017) no.9, 852-858
DOI: 10.1038/nphys4208

CERN-EP-2016-316
April 6, 2018

Evidence for light-by-light scattering in heavy-ion
collisions with the ATLAS detector at the LHC

The ATLAS Collaboration

Light-by-light scattering (�� ! ��) is a quantum-mechanical process that is forbidden in the
classical theory of electrodynamics. This reaction is accessible at the Large Hadron Collider
thanks to the large electromagnetic field strengths generated by ultra-relativistic colliding
lead ions. Using 480 µb�1 of lead–lead collision data recorded at a centre-of-mass energy per
nucleon pair of 5.02 TeV by the ATLAS detector, here we report evidence for light-by-light
scattering. A total of thirteen candidate events were observed with an expected background
of 2.6 ± 0.7 events. After background subtraction and analysis corrections, the fiducial cross
section of the process Pb+Pb (��) ! Pb(⇤)+Pb(⇤) ��, for photon transverse energy ET >
3 GeV, photon absolute pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4, diphoton invariant mass greater than 6 GeV,
diphoton transverse momentum lower than 2 GeV and diphoton acoplanarity below 0.01, is
measured to be 70±24 (stat.)±17 (syst.) nb, which is in agreement with the Standard Model
predictions.

c� 2018 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-4.0 license.
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• Last year -  first direct evidence for light-by-
light (LbyL) scattering by ATLAS in Pb-Pb 
collisions.

• Non-linear QED effect, with distinct 
sensitivity to BSM.

• More recent preliminary observation by 
CMS.
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Motivation - LbyL scattering
• LbyL scattering: photon-initiated CEP of a      system.

• However: what about QCD-initiated production?
2 David d’Enterria for the CMS Collaboration / Nuclear Physics A 00 (2018) 1–4

Fig. 1. Diagrams of light-by-light scattering (�� ! ��, left), QED dielectron (�� ! e+e�, center), and central exclusive diphoton
(gg! ��, right) production in ultraperipheral PbPb collisions (with potential electromagnetic excitation (⇤) of the outgoing Pb ions).

undetected at very low angles (Fig. 1, left). The dominant backgrounds are the QED production of an ex-
clusive electron-positron pair (�� ! e+e�, Fig. 1 center) where the e± are misidentified as photons, and
gluon-induced central exclusive production (CEP) [6] of a pair of photons (Fig. 1, right). Simulations of
the light-by-light signal are generated with madgraph v.5 [7] Monte Carlo (MC) generator, modified [1, 8]
to include the nuclear � fluxes and the elementary LbL scattering cross section [9]. Background QED e+e�

events are generated with starlight v2.76 [10]. The CEP process, gg ! ��, is simulated with superchic
2.0 [11], where the computed pp cross section [6] is conservatively scaled to the PbPb case by multiplying
it by A2R4

g, where A = 208 is the lead mass number and Rg ⇡ 0.7 is a gluon shadowing correction in the
relevant kinematical range [12], and where the rapidity gap survival factor is taken as 100%. Given the
large theoretical uncertainty of the CEP process for PbPb collisions, the absolute normalization of this MC
contribution is directly determined from a control region in the data.

2. Experimental measurement

The measurement is carried out using the following detectors of the CMS experiment [13]: (i) the silicon
pixel and strip tracker measures charged particles within pseudorapidities |⌘| < 2.5 inside the 3.8 T magnetic
field, (ii) the lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and a brass and scintillator hadron
calorimeter (HCAL) reconstruct �, e±, and hadrons respectively over |⌘| = 3, and (iii) the hadron forward
calorimeters (HF) measure particle production up to |⌘| = 5.2. Exclusive diphoton candidates are selected
with a dedicated level-1 trigger that requires at least two electromagnetic (e.m.) clusters with ET above
2 GeV and at least one HF detector with total energy below the noise threshold. O✏ine, photons and
electrons are reconstructed with the particle flow algorithm [14]. In the case of photons, to keep to a
minimum the e± contamination, we require them to be fully unconverted. Additional particle identification
(ID) criteria are applied to remove � from high-pT ⇡0 decays, based on a shower shape analysis. Electron
candidates are identified by the association of a charged-particle track from the primary vertex with clusters
of energy deposits in the ECAL. Additional e± ID criteria discussed in Ref. [15] are applied.

Charged and neutral exclusivity requirements are applied to reject events with any charged particles
with pT > 0.1 GeV over |⌘| < 2.4, and neutral particles above detector noise thresholds over |⌘| < 5.2.
Nonexclusive backgrounds, characterized by a final state with larger transverse momenta and larger diphoton
acoplanarities, A� = (1 � ����/⇡), than the back-to-back exclusive �� events, are eliminated by requiring
the transverse momentum of the diphoton system to be p��T < 1 GeV, and the acoplanarity of the pair to be
A� < 0.01. The same analysis carried out for the LbL events is done first on exclusive e+e� candidates,
with the exception that exactly two opposite-sign electrons, instead of exactly two photons, are exclusively
reconstructed. Figure 2 (top left) shows the acoplanarity distribution measured in exclusive QED e+e�

events passing all selection criteria (circles) compared to the starlightMC expectation (histogram). A good

2 David d’Enterria for the CMS Collaboration / Nuclear Physics A 00 (2018) 1–4

Fig. 1. Diagrams of light-by-light scattering (�� ! ��, left), QED dielectron (�� ! e+e�, center), and central exclusive diphoton
(gg! ��, right) production in ultraperipheral PbPb collisions (with potential electromagnetic excitation (⇤) of the outgoing Pb ions).

undetected at very low angles (Fig. 1, left). The dominant backgrounds are the QED production of an ex-
clusive electron-positron pair (�� ! e+e�, Fig. 1 center) where the e± are misidentified as photons, and
gluon-induced central exclusive production (CEP) [6] of a pair of photons (Fig. 1, right). Simulations of
the light-by-light signal are generated with madgraph v.5 [7] Monte Carlo (MC) generator, modified [1, 8]
to include the nuclear � fluxes and the elementary LbL scattering cross section [9]. Background QED e+e�

events are generated with starlight v2.76 [10]. The CEP process, gg ! ��, is simulated with superchic
2.0 [11], where the computed pp cross section [6] is conservatively scaled to the PbPb case by multiplying
it by A2R4

g, where A = 208 is the lead mass number and Rg ⇡ 0.7 is a gluon shadowing correction in the
relevant kinematical range [12], and where the rapidity gap survival factor is taken as 100%. Given the
large theoretical uncertainty of the CEP process for PbPb collisions, the absolute normalization of this MC
contribution is directly determined from a control region in the data.

2. Experimental measurement

The measurement is carried out using the following detectors of the CMS experiment [13]: (i) the silicon
pixel and strip tracker measures charged particles within pseudorapidities |⌘| < 2.5 inside the 3.8 T magnetic
field, (ii) the lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and a brass and scintillator hadron
calorimeter (HCAL) reconstruct �, e±, and hadrons respectively over |⌘| = 3, and (iii) the hadron forward
calorimeters (HF) measure particle production up to |⌘| = 5.2. Exclusive diphoton candidates are selected
with a dedicated level-1 trigger that requires at least two electromagnetic (e.m.) clusters with ET above
2 GeV and at least one HF detector with total energy below the noise threshold. O✏ine, photons and
electrons are reconstructed with the particle flow algorithm [14]. In the case of photons, to keep to a
minimum the e± contamination, we require them to be fully unconverted. Additional particle identification
(ID) criteria are applied to remove � from high-pT ⇡0 decays, based on a shower shape analysis. Electron
candidates are identified by the association of a charged-particle track from the primary vertex with clusters
of energy deposits in the ECAL. Additional e± ID criteria discussed in Ref. [15] are applied.

Charged and neutral exclusivity requirements are applied to reject events with any charged particles
with pT > 0.1 GeV over |⌘| < 2.4, and neutral particles above detector noise thresholds over |⌘| < 5.2.
Nonexclusive backgrounds, characterized by a final state with larger transverse momenta and larger diphoton
acoplanarities, A� = (1 � ����/⇡), than the back-to-back exclusive �� events, are eliminated by requiring
the transverse momentum of the diphoton system to be p��T < 1 GeV, and the acoplanarity of the pair to be
A� < 0.01. The same analysis carried out for the LbL events is done first on exclusive e+e� candidates,
with the exception that exactly two opposite-sign electrons, instead of exactly two photons, are exclusively
reconstructed. Figure 2 (top left) shows the acoplanarity distribution measured in exclusive QED e+e�

events passing all selection criteria (circles) compared to the starlightMC expectation (histogram). A good

• Irreducible background - how 
we do we calculate it? In 
ATLAS/CMS analyses, take:

• Is this correct? Can we do better?
• Find small, but non-negligible contribution.

��

�PbPb = �pp ·A2 ·R4

Scale by 
nucleon pairs

Nuclear 
shadowing ⇠ (0.7)4

�LbyL / Z4
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Including Heavy Ions
• Therefore would like to extend SuperChic to heavy ions! Before 
considering QCD-initiated case, consider photon-initiated production.

• We apply the standard equivalent photon approximation:

SuperChic Update Paper

L.A. Harland–Lang1, V.A. Khoze2,3, M.G. Ryskin3

1Rudolf Peierls Centre, Beecroft Building, Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3PU
2Institute for Particle Physics Phenomenology, University of Durham, Durham, DH1 3LE

3Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, NRC Kurchatov Institute, Gatchina,
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Abstract
Abstract

1 Introduction

2 Heavy Ion Collisions

2.1 �� collisions – unscreened case

Ignoring for now the possibility of additional ion–ion interactions, we can apply the usual
equivalent photon approximation [1]. The cross section for the production of a system of
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in terms of the transverse momentum q
i? and longitudinal momentum fraction x

i

of the
parent nucleus carried by the photon1. The modulus of the photon virtuality, Q2
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1
Correspondingly, we have s = A1A2snn, where snn is the squared c.m.s. energy per nucleon and Ai is

the ion mass number.

Photon flux 
from ion

Subprocess cross section

• The flux         well-known, given in terms of ion EM form factor               , 
related to proton distribution within ion
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in the dipole approximation, where G
E

and G
M

are the ‘Sachs’ form factors. For the heavy
ion case the magnetic form factor is only enhanced by Z, and so can be safely dropped. We
then have
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where F
p

(Q2)2 is the squared charge form factor of the ion. Here, we have factored o↵
the G2

E

term, due to the form factor of the protons within the ion; numerically this has a
negligible impact, as the ion form factor falls much more steeply, however we include this for
completeness. The ion form factor is given in terms of the proton density in the ion, ⇢

p

(r),
which is well described by the Woods–Saxon distribution [2]

⇢
p

(r) =
⇢
0

1 + exp (r �R)/d
, (8)

where the skin thickness d ⇠ 0.5�0.6 fm, depending on the ion, and the radius R ⇠ A1/3. In
other words, we have to good approximation a constant density ⇢

0

, which is set by requiring
that Z

d3r ⇢
p

(r) = Z , (9)

The charge form factor is then simply given by the Fourier transform

F
p

(|~q|) =
Z

d3r ei~q·~r⇢
p

(r) , (10)

in the rest frame of the ion; in this case we have ~q2 = �Q2, so that written covariantly this
corresponds to the F (Q2) which appears in (7). In impact parameter space, the coherent
amplitude is given by a convolution of the transverse proton density within the ion, and
the amplitude for photon emission from individual protons: hence in transverse momentum
space we simply multiply by the corresponding form factor. This is shown in Fig. 1 for the
case of Cu and 208Pb, for which we take [3]

R = (1.31A1/3 � 0.84) fm , d = 0.55 fm , (11)

for concreteness. The sharp fall o↵ with Q2 is clear, with the form factors falling to roughly
zero by

p
Q2 ⇠ 3/R ⇠ 0.1 GeV; for the smaller Cu ion this extends to somewhat larger Q2

values.
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corresponds to the F (Q2) which appears in (7). In impact parameter space, the coherent
amplitude is given by a convolution of the transverse proton density within the ion, and
the amplitude for photon emission from individual protons: hence in transverse momentum
space we simply multiply by the corresponding form factor. This is shown in Fig. 1 for the
case of Cu and 208Pb, for which we take [3]

R = (1.31A1/3 � 0.84) fm , d = 0.55 fm , (11)

for concreteness. The sharp fall o↵ with Q2 is clear, with the form factors falling to roughly
zero by
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n(x)

• Final element of calculation: what about possibility for additional soft 
particle production from ion-ion interactions       the survival factor?)

2 David d’Enterria for the CMS Collaboration / Nuclear Physics A 00 (2018) 1–4

Fig. 1. Diagrams of light-by-light scattering (�� ! ��, left), QED dielectron (�� ! e+e�, center), and central exclusive diphoton
(gg! ��, right) production in ultraperipheral PbPb collisions (with potential electromagnetic excitation (⇤) of the outgoing Pb ions).

undetected at very low angles (Fig. 1, left). The dominant backgrounds are the QED production of an ex-
clusive electron-positron pair (�� ! e+e�, Fig. 1 center) where the e± are misidentified as photons, and
gluon-induced central exclusive production (CEP) [6] of a pair of photons (Fig. 1, right). Simulations of
the light-by-light signal are generated with madgraph v.5 [7] Monte Carlo (MC) generator, modified [1, 8]
to include the nuclear � fluxes and the elementary LbL scattering cross section [9]. Background QED e+e�

events are generated with starlight v2.76 [10]. The CEP process, gg ! ��, is simulated with superchic
2.0 [11], where the computed pp cross section [6] is conservatively scaled to the PbPb case by multiplying
it by A2R4

g, where A = 208 is the lead mass number and Rg ⇡ 0.7 is a gluon shadowing correction in the
relevant kinematical range [12], and where the rapidity gap survival factor is taken as 100%. Given the
large theoretical uncertainty of the CEP process for PbPb collisions, the absolute normalization of this MC
contribution is directly determined from a control region in the data.

2. Experimental measurement

The measurement is carried out using the following detectors of the CMS experiment [13]: (i) the silicon
pixel and strip tracker measures charged particles within pseudorapidities |⌘| < 2.5 inside the 3.8 T magnetic
field, (ii) the lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and a brass and scintillator hadron
calorimeter (HCAL) reconstruct �, e±, and hadrons respectively over |⌘| = 3, and (iii) the hadron forward
calorimeters (HF) measure particle production up to |⌘| = 5.2. Exclusive diphoton candidates are selected
with a dedicated level-1 trigger that requires at least two electromagnetic (e.m.) clusters with ET above
2 GeV and at least one HF detector with total energy below the noise threshold. O✏ine, photons and
electrons are reconstructed with the particle flow algorithm [14]. In the case of photons, to keep to a
minimum the e± contamination, we require them to be fully unconverted. Additional particle identification
(ID) criteria are applied to remove � from high-pT ⇡0 decays, based on a shower shape analysis. Electron
candidates are identified by the association of a charged-particle track from the primary vertex with clusters
of energy deposits in the ECAL. Additional e± ID criteria discussed in Ref. [15] are applied.

Charged and neutral exclusivity requirements are applied to reject events with any charged particles
with pT > 0.1 GeV over |⌘| < 2.4, and neutral particles above detector noise thresholds over |⌘| < 5.2.
Nonexclusive backgrounds, characterized by a final state with larger transverse momenta and larger diphoton
acoplanarities, A� = (1 � ����/⇡), than the back-to-back exclusive �� events, are eliminated by requiring
the transverse momentum of the diphoton system to be p��T < 1 GeV, and the acoplanarity of the pair to be
A� < 0.01. The same analysis carried out for the LbL events is done first on exclusive e+e� candidates,
with the exception that exactly two opposite-sign electrons, instead of exactly two photons, are exclusively
reconstructed. Figure 2 (top left) shows the acoplanarity distribution measured in exclusive QED e+e�

events passing all selection criteria (circles) compared to the starlightMC expectation (histogram). A good
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where λC(A) is the Compton wavelength of the ion. xmax is 4×10−3, 3×10−4,
1.4× 10−4 for O, Sn, Pb ions, respectively. Here and also throughout the rest
of the paper we use natural units, i.e., h̄ = c = 1.

b>R +R

Z

Z

1 2

Fig. 1. A fast moving nucleus with charge Ze is surrounded by a strong electro-
magnetic field. This can be viewed as a cloud of virtual photons. These photons can
often be considered as real. They are called “equivalent” or “quasireal photons”. In
the collision of two ions these quasireal photons can collide with each other and with
the other nucleus. For very peripheral collisions with impact parameters b > 2R,
this is useful for photon-photon as well as photon-nucleus collisions.

The collisions of e+ and e− has been the traditional way to study γγ collisions.
Similarly photon-photon collisions can also be observed in hadron-hadron col-
lisions, see Fig. 1. Since the photon number scales with Z2 (Z being the charge
number of the nucleus) such effects can be particularly large. This factor of
>∼ 6000 (corresponding to Au, Z = 79) is the reason why the name “gold
flashlight” [9] has been used to describe very peripheral (AuAu) collisions at
RHIC.

Similarly the strong electromagnetic field can be used as a source of photons
to induce electromagnetic reactions in the second ion, see Fig. 1. Since the
ion, which is hit by these photons, is moving in the collider frame the photon-
hadron invariant masses can become very high. In the rest frame of one of the
ions (sometimes called the ”target frame”) the Lorentz factor of the other ion
is given by γion = 2γ2

lab−1, where γlab is the Lorentz factor in the collider (cm)
frame. The maximum photon energy in this frame is 500 TeV for the LHC
and 600 GeV for RHIC.

This high equivalent photon flux has already found many useful applications in
nuclear physics [10], nuclear astrophysics [11,12], particle physics [13] (some-
times called the “Primakoff effect”), as well as, atomic physics [14]. Previous
reviews of the present topic can be found in [15–18].

The theoretical tool to analyze very peripheral collisions is the equivalent
photon method. This method is described in Chap. 2. The equivalent photon

6

 collisions - survival factor
• Basic approach - consider collision in impact parameter 
space. If ions overlap, will generally have additional 
particle production. So require:  

��

|b1? � b2? | > R1 +R2

• In more detail, condition is not discrete - some overlap can occur. 
Schematically:

                                  : survival factor - probability for no additional particle 
production at impact parameter                            . Roughly:

but not exact!

� =

Z
d2b1?d

2b2?
d�(~b1?,~b2?)

d2b1?d2b2?
e�⌦A1A2 (

~b1?�~b2?)

e�⌦A1A2 (
~b1?�~b2?)

e�⌦A1A2 (
~b1?�~b2?) ⇡ ✓(b? �R1 �R2)

b? = |~b1? �~b2?|
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Ion-ion survival factor

• In more detail, we have:

Figure 2: Elastic proton–proton cross section d�/dt at 5,02, 8.16, 39 and 63 TeV (from top to
bottom). The predictions calculated within the two–channel model [7] and the one channel
eikonal model described in the text are shown by the red and dashed black lines, respectively.
In both cases only the |ImA

el

|2 contribution to d�/dt is shown.

2.3 The ion–ion opacity

Having introduced the ion–ion opacity above, which encodes the probability for no additional
ion–ion rescattering at di↵erent impact parameters, we must describe how we calculate this.
The ion–ion opacity is given in terms of the opacity due to nucleon–nucleon interactions,
⌦

nn

, which is in turn given by a convolution of the nucleon–nucleon scattering amplitude
A

nn

and the transverse nucleon densities T
n

. In particular we have
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(r)) , (24)

of the corresponding ion. For the case of pA collisions, we simply make the replacement

T
A

(b?) ! �(2)(~b?) , (25)

for the A ! p replacement. The nucleon–nucleon scattering amplitude is given in terms of
the nucleon opacity ⌦(b?) via

A
nn

(b?) = 2(1� e�⌦(b?)/2) . (26)
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for the A ! p replacement. The nucleon–nucleon scattering amplitude is given in terms of
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: transverse nucleon density.

: nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude.

i.e. schematically given in terms of integrating individual nucleon-nucleon 
scatterings over the overlap area of the ions.
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p
s [TeV] �

0

[mb] a [GeV2 ] b [GeV�2] c
5.02 146 0.180 20.8 0.414
8.16 159 0.190 26.3 0.402
39 228 0.144 23.3 0.397
63 245 0.150 28.0 0.390

Table 1: The parameters of the one channel eikonal description of proton–proton amplitude,
described in the text.
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Figure 3: Ion–ion opacity (left) and probability for no inelastic scattering (right) for lead–lead
collisions, as a function of the lead impact parameter b?.

For lower values of b? . 2R (⇠ R
p,n

), where the colliding ions are overlapping in impact
parameter space, we can see that the probability is close to zero, while for larger b? & 2R this
approaches unity, as expected. However we can see that this transition is not discrete, with
the probability being small somewhat beyond 2R, due both to the non–zero skin thickness
of the ion densities and range of the QCD single–Pomeron exchange interaction. This will
be missed by the approach that is often taken in the literature, namely to simply to cuto↵
the cross in impact parameter space when b? < 2R. Comparing to (18), we can see that this
corresponds to taking instead

e�⌦(b)/2 = ✓(b� 2R) . (33)

The value at which this would turn on is indicated in Fig. 3. As discussed above, the
more realistic results above turn on smoothly above 2R, and so will correspond to somewhat
suppressed exclusive cross sections (i.e. without secondary particle production) in comparison
to this. For ultra–peripheral photon-initiated interactions, where the dominant contribution
to the cross section comes from b? � 2R, this will have a fairly small impact, but as we will
see for QCD–initiated production this is no longer the case.

7

• Result for Pb-Pb*:

*apply one-channel model of nucleon-nucleon rescattering.

⇥(b? � 2R)

       expect larger suppression vs. simple                   cut.where λC(A) is the Compton wavelength of the ion. xmax is 4×10−3, 3×10−4,
1.4× 10−4 for O, Sn, Pb ions, respectively. Here and also throughout the rest
of the paper we use natural units, i.e., h̄ = c = 1.
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Fig. 1. A fast moving nucleus with charge Ze is surrounded by a strong electro-
magnetic field. This can be viewed as a cloud of virtual photons. These photons can
often be considered as real. They are called “equivalent” or “quasireal photons”. In
the collision of two ions these quasireal photons can collide with each other and with
the other nucleus. For very peripheral collisions with impact parameters b > 2R,
this is useful for photon-photon as well as photon-nucleus collisions.

The collisions of e+ and e− has been the traditional way to study γγ collisions.
Similarly photon-photon collisions can also be observed in hadron-hadron col-
lisions, see Fig. 1. Since the photon number scales with Z2 (Z being the charge
number of the nucleus) such effects can be particularly large. This factor of
>∼ 6000 (corresponding to Au, Z = 79) is the reason why the name “gold
flashlight” [9] has been used to describe very peripheral (AuAu) collisions at
RHIC.

Similarly the strong electromagnetic field can be used as a source of photons
to induce electromagnetic reactions in the second ion, see Fig. 1. Since the
ion, which is hit by these photons, is moving in the collider frame the photon-
hadron invariant masses can become very high. In the rest frame of one of the
ions (sometimes called the ”target frame”) the Lorentz factor of the other ion
is given by γion = 2γ2

lab−1, where γlab is the Lorentz factor in the collider (cm)
frame. The maximum photon energy in this frame is 500 TeV for the LHC
and 600 GeV for RHIC.

This high equivalent photon flux has already found many useful applications in
nuclear physics [10], nuclear astrophysics [11,12], particle physics [13] (some-
times called the “Primakoff effect”), as well as, atomic physics [14]. Previous
reviews of the present topic can be found in [15–18].

The theoretical tool to analyze very peripheral collisions is the equivalent
photon method. This method is described in Chap. 2. The equivalent photon

6

b? > 2R)
• For      collisions, ultra-peripheral anyway (quasi-real 
photons       dominant contribution has                ), i.e. not 
huge effect (more later).

• However for QCD-initiated production, very sensitive 
to this.

��

) b? � R
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QCD-mediated production
• Return to naive ATLAS/CMS formula: �PbPb = �pp ·A2 ·R4

assume all        nucleon pairings can participate equally, i.e. does not 
account for addition ion-ion interaction.p
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0
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63 245 0.150 28.0 0.390

Table 1: The parameters of the one channel eikonal description of proton–proton amplitude,
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For lower values of b? . 2R (⇠ R
p,n

), where the colliding ions are overlapping in impact
parameter space, we can see that the probability is close to zero, while for larger b? & 2R this
approaches unity, as expected. However we can see that this transition is not discrete, with
the probability being small somewhat beyond 2R, due both to the non–zero skin thickness
of the ion densities and range of the QCD single–Pomeron exchange interaction. This will
be missed by the approach that is often taken in the literature, namely to simply to cuto↵
the cross in impact parameter space when b? < 2R. Comparing to (18), we can see that this
corresponds to taking instead

e�⌦(b)/2 = ✓(b� 2R) . (33)

The value at which this would turn on is indicated in Fig. 3. As discussed above, the
more realistic results above turn on smoothly above 2R, and so will correspond to somewhat
suppressed exclusive cross sections (i.e. without secondary particle production) in comparison
to this. For ultra–peripheral photon-initiated interactions, where the dominant contribution
to the cross section comes from b? � 2R, this will have a fairly small impact, but as we will
see for QCD–initiated production this is no longer the case.

7

� b

A1

A2

• Survival factor                                   : only those nucleon-nucleon 
interactions close to ion peripherary have possibility to be exclusive 
(QCD is short-range -                          ). 

• This dramatically effects expected scaling. In more detail…

e�⌦A1A2 (
~b1?�~b2?)

RQCD ⌧ RA

A2
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� b

A1

A2

• Separate ‘incoherent’/ ‘coherent’ cases, with/without ion dissociation.

• Incoherent simpler- just integrate      cross section over nucleon densities:

where we have used                                          factors out. Have:

�
incoh

= �pp
CEP

Z
d2b

1?d
2b

2?TA1(b1?)TA2(b2?)e
�⌦A1A2 (b1?�b2?)

RCEP ⌧ RA ) �pp
CEP ⇠

pp

and as expected, all interactions must happen on ion peripherary.

• Can perform integral using saddle point. For                 find:

bi? & RAi : TA ! 0b? . 2RA : e�⌦ ! 0

! expect much gentler scaling with     !

�
incoh

⇠ 3⇡Rd
�pp
CEP

�nn
inel.

⇠ �pp
CEP

·A1/3

• Qualitatively similar story for ‘coherent’ production, and for pA 
collisions. 

A

A1 = A2
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• This approximate result just for demonstration. In MC the full 
calculation is performed, i.e. for coherent production work at amplitude 
level:

and multiply the usual pp cross section (calculated di↵rentially in k? space) by this.
Crucially, we have seen in Section 2.3, see in particular Fig. 3, that the ion–ion opacity

is very large for b? . 2R, and hence the probability of no additional inelastic interactions
is exponentially suppressed. This has the result that in the region of significant nucleon
density (where the T

A

are not suppressed) we will almost inevitably have additional inelastic
interactions, and the corresponding survival factor will be very small. Thus, we will only
be left with a non–negligible CEP cross section in the case that the interacting nucleons are
situated close to the ion periphery, where the nucleon density and hence inelastic interaction
probability is lower. In other words, we do not have A

1

A
2

possible nucleon–nucleon interac-
tions, but rather expect a much gentler increase with the ion mass number, with only those
nucleons on the surface playing a role. We find in particular that to good approximation

�
incoh

/ A1/3 , (38)

for both AA and pA collisions, where in the former case we assume the ions are the same for
simplicity. The detailed derivation is given in Appendix A. Comparing to the Z2

1

Z2

2

scaling
of the photon–initiated process, we may expect this to be suppressed; we will see that this is
indeed the case below.

2.4.2 Exclusive production

Alternatively, we can consider the case of coherent ion–ion QCD–induced CEP, which leaves
the ions intact. To achieve this, we proceed in a similar way to Sections 2.1 and 2.2, but for
the QCD–induced case. In particular we simply have

TA1A2
QCD

(q
1?, q2?) = T pp

QCD

(q
1?, q2?)FA1(Q

2

1

)F
A2(Q

2

2

) , (39)

where Q2 is given as in (4) and T
QCD

is the QCD–induced CEP amplitude as calculated
within the usual Durham model approach, see [4]. Here F

A

is the ion form factor, given in
terms of the nucleon density ⇢

A

, see (24). In impact parameter space this corresponds to

T̃A1A2
QCD

(b
1?, b2?) =

Z
d2b0

1?d
2b0

2?T̃
pp

QCD

(b0
1?, b

0
2?)TA1(b1? � b0

1?)TA2(b2? � b0
2?) . (40)

Now, the range of the nucleon–nucleon CEP amplitude T pp (which is . 1 fm) is significantly
less than the extent of the ion transverse density (i.e. ⇠ 7 fm for a Pb ion). This allows us
to take T

A

(b? � b0?) ⇠ T
A

(b?) above, so that

T̃A1A2
QCD

(b
1?, b2?) ⇡ T

A1(b1?)TA2(b2?)

Z
d2b0

1?d
2b0

2?T̃
pp

QCD

(b0
1?, b

0
2?) , (41)

= T pp

QCD

(q
1? = 0, q

2? = 0) · T
A1(b1?)TA2(b2?) . (42)
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and include survival factor in analogy to      implementation. Full result:
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Coherent - pA

Figure 4: Ratio of cross sections at
p
s = 5.02 TeV in proton–ion (pA) and ion–ion (AA)

collisions to the proton–proton result. The QCD (photon) initiated cases are shown in the
left (right) plots. Results with and without survival e↵ects included are shown by the solid
(dashed) lines.

Figure 5: Ratio of QCD–initiated cross sections at
p
s = 5.02 TeV in proton–ion (pA) and

ion–ion (AA) collisions to the proton–proton result. Results are shown with di↵erent values
of the ion skin thickness, as described in the text.

11

pp

Dashed - no S2

Solid - S2

• Dramatic effect of 
survival effects clear!

⇠ A2

⇠ A1/3
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Comparison to data
• ATLAS/CMS data on LbyL scattering in ~ similar fiducial regions (CMS 
cuts ~ looser). Find:

my code, which I can’t work out at the moment as required by the Dirac quantisation
condition

g = N
2⇡

e
, (52)

where we take N = 1, and g is the monopole charge. We also allow for the so–called �g
coupling scenario [22], for which we simply replace g ! g�, where � is the monopole velocity.
In the monopolium case we apply the cross section of [22], with the wave function of [23],
and include the decay to two photons.

3.4 �� ! tt

We include photon–initiated top quark production. This is implemented using the same
matrix elements as the lepton pair production process, with the mass, electric charge and
colour factors suitably modified. We find a total cross section of 0.25 fb in pp collisions atp
s = 14 TeV, and 36 fb in Pb–Pb collisions at

p
s = 5.02 TeV.

4 Light–by–light scattering: a closer look

Evidence for the the production of light–by–light scattering in ultra–peripheral Pb–Pb col-
lisions has been found by ATLAS [13] and more recently by CMS [24]. In both cases, the
production of a diphoton system accompanied by no additional particle production is mea-
sured, while in the ATLAS case ZDCs are in addition applied to veto on additional neutral
particle production in the forward direction, which would be a signal of semi–exclusive pro-
duction accompanied by ion break–up.

However, in addition to the desired photon–initiated signal, there is the possibility that
QCD–initiated diphoton production may contribute as an irreducible background. We are
now in a position for the first time to calculate this background, using the results of Sec-
tion 2.4. The results for the QCD–initiated background (both coherent and incoherent), as
well as the prediction for the light–by–light signal, are shown in Table 2. We consider both
the ATLAS and CMS event selection in the central detectors. Namely, the produced photons
are required to have transverse energy E�

? > 2 (3) GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘�| < 2.4 in
the case of CMS (ATLAS). We show results before and after further cuts on the diphoton
system p��? and acoplanarity (1���

��

/⇡) are imposed, which are designed to suppress the
non–exclusive background.

For the light–by–light signal cross sections are fully consistent with the ATLAS and CMS
results:

�ATLAS = 70± 24 (stat.)± 17 (syst.) nb , (53)

�CMS = 122± 46 (stat.)± 29 (syst.)± 4 (th.) nb . (54)

We find that the QCD–initiated background is expected to be very small. In particular,
the coherent contribution, which represents the truly irreducible background to exclusive

16

after acoplanarity (                             ) cuts to remove non-exclusive BG.

• What about QCD BG?

1�����/⇡ < 0.01

CMS ATLAS
no S2 150 61

✓(b? � 2R) 131 52
full result 125 49

Table 2: Predicted cross sections, in nb, for diphoton final states within the ATLAS [13]
and CMS [24] event selections, in Pb–Pb collisions at

p
s = 5.02 TeV. That is, the photons

are required to have transverse energy E�

? > 2 (3) GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘�| < 2.4.
Results with and without an additional acoplanarity cut aco < 0.01, and cut on the combined
transverse momentum p��? < 1 (2) GeV in the CMS (ATLAS) case are shown. The cross
sections for the light–by–light scattering (LbyL) and QCD–initiation photon pair production,
in both the coherent and incoherent cases, are given. The result of simply scaling the pp
cross section (including the pp survival factor) by A2R4 with R = 0.7 is also shown.

is too high- need to check.

5 SuperChic 2.5: availability

SuperChic 2.5 is a Fortran based Monte Carlo that can generate the processes described
above and in [4], with and without soft survival e↵ects. User?defined distributions may be
output, as well as unweighted events in the HEPEVT, Les Houches and HEPMC formats.
The code and a user manual can be found at http://projects.hepforge.org/superchic.

6 Conclusions and outlook

A A scaling in QCD–induced production

In this appendix we derive the scaling behaviour (38) for QCD–initiated production in heavy
ion collisions. As discussed in Section 2.4.1, we are interested in the peripheral region, r & R,
for which a representative scattering is depicted in fig. We denote the direction of the ion–ion
impact parameter b? as x and the orthogonal transverse direction as y. We can write the x
position for each ion as x

i

= R + �x
i

, with i = 1, 2, as we have R � d we can expand in
�x/R, to give

r
i

�R
i

⇡ y2 + z2

2R
i

+ �x
i

, (55)

where we have used that y
1

= y
2

= y and z
1

= z
2

= z. We then have

T (b
i?) =

Z
dz ⇢(r) ⇡ ⇢

0

Z
dz e�

r

i

�R

i

d ⇡ ⇢
0

Z
dz e�

y

2+z

2

2R
i

d e�
�x

i

d = ⇢
0

p
2⇡R

i

d e
� y

2

2R
i

d e�
�x

i

d .

(56)
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• Find:

! Good agreement with data. Impact of                       , more precise 
treatment -            .

S2 �O(10%)

O(5%)

� [nb]
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QCD background
• Acoplanarity distribution - as expected QED sharply peaked at low 
values. Exclusive QCD somewhat broader, semi-exclusive (       ion break 
up        ZDC signal) broader still.

• Absolute size- details being finalised, but find suppression by at least ~ 2 
(3) orders of mag. after aco < 0.01 cut for semi-exclusive (exclusive) BG.

• ATLAS selection            event ( ATLAS signal region - 13 events)
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Figure 8: Normalized di↵erential cross sections for exclusive and semi–exclusive diphoton
production with respect to the diphoton acoplanarity. The QED–initiated and QCD–initiated
(both coherent and incoherent) processes are shown.

where we have used that y
1

= y
2

= y and z
1

= z
2

= z. We then have

T (b
i?) =

Z
dz ⇢(r) ⇡ ⇢

0

Z
dz e�

r

i

�R

i

d ⇡ ⇢
0

Z
dz e�

y

2+z

2

2R
i

d e�
�x

i

d = ⇢
0

p
2⇡R

i

d e
� y

2

2R
i

d e�
�x

i

d .

(56)
In what follows, we will consider for simplicity a point–like QCD interaction. In other words,
in the case of exclusive production for the ion–ion opacity we have

⌦
A1A2(b?) =

Z
d2b

1?d
2b

2?TA1(b1?)TA2(b2?)Ann

(b? � b
1? + b

2?) , (57)

⇡ �nn

tot

Z
d2b

1?TA1(b1?)TA2(b1? � b?) , (58)

which is valid as the range of QCD amplitude A
nn

is much smaller than the extent of the ion
transverse densities. In setting the normalization we have used (26). For the case of semi–
exclusive production, we simply replace �nn

tot

! �
inel.

, see (28). As we are only interested in
the overall scaling with A, we will for simplicity assume �nn

inel

⇠ �nn

tot

, and work with the latter
variable in what follows; however, strictly speaking this replacement should be made when
consider semi–exclusive production.

Following the same logic, we simply take T 0
A

⇡ T
A

for the incoherent case, see (35), and
apply (43) for the coherent, corresponding to a point–like QCD interaction in the unscreened
cross section calculation. We now consider the proton–ion and ion–ion cases in turn.

A.1 Proton–ion collisions

In this case, we take T
A2(b?) = �(2)(~b?), so that the opacity simply becomes

⌦
pA

(b?) = �nn

tot

T
A

(b?) ⇡ �nn

tot

⇢
0

(2⇡Rd)1/2e�
�x

d ⌘ �̃e�
�x

d . (59)
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Other updates - new processes
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• Also shown is QCD-mediated contribution (       ). In the high mass region 
the       mediated contribution dominates  (        Sudakov suppression of      ).

p�? > 10GeV

|⌘� | < 2.4

W
s�� � M2

W
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�� ! gg
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�� ! ��, W loop

�� ! ��, fermion loop

LbyL - W loops
D. Bardin et al,  Phys. Atom. Nucl. 
73 (2010) 1878-1888

•Earlier version used explicit implementation of fermion loop 
amplitudes, with no      loops.
• Now, instead interface SANC implementation directly to MC.

• Impact of      loops at high 
mass clear. For                    
completely dominates!      

W
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gβ

gβ

gβ

gβ

Figure 2: Elementary processes of monopole-antimonopole production via photon
fusion.

and moreover, we assume, with Ginzburg and Schiller, that this effective theory is
valid only to lowest non-vanishing order. The momentum dependence is probably
much more involved, but we know of two instances where it reduces to βg, namely
those of the figures. Effective theories, as it was said, are not renormalizable, and
moreover higher orders in the field expansion will require additional counter terms and
new constants to be fitted to the data, therefore our theory is at present only defined
to lowest non-vanishing order. To construct the higher order approximation we should
apply Weinberg’s theorem [37] and construct all terms compatible with the symmetries.
At present, and close to monopole-antimonopole threshold, we expect the lowest order
term to be sufficient, for our purposes. Guided by simplicity and phenomenological
inspiration we introduce an effective theory which is finite and well defined and we call
this proposal the β scheme.

Note that the Ginzburg-Schiller scheme and the β scheme are in some sense com-
plementary. The former is valid below the monopole threshold, while the latter above
since β vanishes below threshold.

The aim here is to study possible signals of magnetic monopoles at LHC. According
to previous studies [26], the most promising mechanism is photon fusion. The elemen-
tary diagrams contributing to pair production are those in Fig. 2, where the explicit
couplings have been shown.

The photon-fusion elementary cross section is obtained from the well-known QED
electron-positron pair creation cross section [38], simply changing the coupling constant
(e → gβ ) and the electron mass by the monopole mass me → m, leading to

σ(γ γ → mm) =
π g4 (1− β2) β4

2m2

!

3− β4

2β
log

!

1 + β

1− β

"

− (2− β2)

"

, (4)

where β is the monopole velocity, a function of the center-of-mass energy, E. In Fig. 3
we show the ω = E/2m dependence of the adimensional functional form of Eq.(4) to
show the effect of the β g coupling. The solid curve corresponds to the electron-positron
case, the dashed one to the monopole case which contains the β4 factor. One should

4

1 Introduction

The theoretical justification for the existence of classical magnetic poles, hereafter
called monopoles, is that they add symmetry to Maxwell’s equations and explain charge
quantization [1,2]. Dirac showed that the mere existence of a monopole in the universe
could offer an explanation of the discrete nature of the electric charge. His analysis
leads to the Dirac Quantization Condition (DQC),

e g =
N

2
, N = 1,2,... , (1)

where e is the electron charge, g the monopole magnetic charge and we use natural
units h̄ = c = 1. In Dirac’s formulation, monopoles are assumed to exist as point-like
particles and quantum mechanical consistency conditions lead to Eq. (1), establishing
the value of their magnetic charge. Their mass, m, is a parameter of the theory.

Monopoles and their experimental detection have been a subject of much study
since many believe in Dirac’s statement [1],

“...one would be surprised if Nature had made no use of it [the monopole].”

All experimental searches for magnetic monopoles up to now have met with failure
[3–13]. These experiments have led to a lower mass limit in the range of 350 GeV. The
lack of experimental confirmation has led many physicists to abandon the hope in their
existence.

Although monopoles symmetrize Maxwell’s equations in form, there is a numerical
asymmetry arising from the DQC, namely that the basic magnetic charge is much
larger than the smallest electric charge. This led Dirac himself in his 1931 paper [1] to
state,

“... the attractive force between two one-quantum poles of opposite sign is (137/2)2 ≈
46921/4 times that between the electron and the proton. This very large force may
perhaps account for why the monopoles have never been separated.”

Inspired by this old idea of Dirac and Zeldovich [1,14,15], namely, that monopoles
are not seen freely because they are confined by their strong magnetic forces forming
a bound state called monopolium [16, 17], we proposed that monopolium, due to its
bound state structure, might be easier to detect than free monopoles [18, 19].

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which entered last year in operation colliding
3.5-TeV protons, will probe the energy frontier opening possibilities for new physics in-
cluding the discovery of magnetic monopoles either directly, a possibility contemplated
long time ago [20, 21], and revisited frequently [5, 9, 22–26] or through the discovery
of monopolium, as advocated in refs. [18, 19]. The direct observation is based on the

1

• Monopoles - add symmetry to Maxwell’s equations and explain charge 
quantisation. As Dirac said:

• Dirac quantization leads to monopole coupling,                       

• Photon-initiated production ideal channel to search for these object, with 
large QED couplings.
• As well as monopole pair production, can produce a            bound state - 
monopolium.

g2 = N2⇡/↵

MM

g β

g β

M
V(r)

Figure 3: Diagramatic representation of the model describing the coupling of photons to mo-
nopolium.

mass, M , because the latter will take care of the binding. Here αg corresponds to the
photon–monopole coupling and ψM is the monopolium ground state wave function.

Using the Coulomb wave functions of ref.[15] expressed in the most convenient way to
avoid details of the interaction, which will be parameterized by the binding energy, one
has

|ψM(0)|2 =
1

π
(2−

M

m
)3/2 m3, (6)

and the scheme of Dougall and Wick [18, 19] adapted to monopolium production, gives
rise to

Γ(E) =
2β4

M2α2
(2−

M

m
)3/2m3. (7)

Here, α is the fine structure constant and β the monopolium velocity,

β =

!

1−
M2

E2
. (8)

which is the velocity of the monopoles moving in the monopolium system.
Note that due to the value of β the width vanishes at the monopolium mass, where

the velocity is zero. Therefore a static monopolium is stable under this interaction.
A caveat must be made. There is a duality of treatments in the above formulation,

see Fig. 3. The static coupling is treated as a Coloumb like interaction of coupling g
binding the monopoles into monopolium, although ultimately the details are eliminated
in favor of the binding energy parameterized by the monopolium mass M . We find in this
way a simple parametric description of the bound state. The dynamics of the production
of the virtual monopoles, to be bound in monopolium, is described in accordance with
the effective theory [18, 19], and this coupling is βg. This is similar to what is done
in heavy quark physics [25](see his figure 5), where the wave function is obtained by a

4

T. Dougall and S. D. Wick, Eur.Phys.J. A39 (2009) 213-217
L. N. Epele et al., Eur.Phys.J C62 (2009) 587-592

Monopoles/Monopolium
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• Dirac quantization leads to monopole coupling g2 = N⇡/↵

! Monopole production non-perturbative process.

• Different approaches to deal with this are available, correspond to different 
choices of coupling. We implement two:

‣ Basic Dirac monopole coupling                      .
‣ The beta-coupling         , where     is monopole velocity.

gβ

gβ

gβ

gβ

Figure 2: Elementary processes of monopole-antimonopole production via photon
fusion.

and moreover, we assume, with Ginzburg and Schiller, that this effective theory is
valid only to lowest non-vanishing order. The momentum dependence is probably
much more involved, but we know of two instances where it reduces to βg, namely
those of the figures. Effective theories, as it was said, are not renormalizable, and
moreover higher orders in the field expansion will require additional counter terms and
new constants to be fitted to the data, therefore our theory is at present only defined
to lowest non-vanishing order. To construct the higher order approximation we should
apply Weinberg’s theorem [37] and construct all terms compatible with the symmetries.
At present, and close to monopole-antimonopole threshold, we expect the lowest order
term to be sufficient, for our purposes. Guided by simplicity and phenomenological
inspiration we introduce an effective theory which is finite and well defined and we call
this proposal the β scheme.

Note that the Ginzburg-Schiller scheme and the β scheme are in some sense com-
plementary. The former is valid below the monopole threshold, while the latter above
since β vanishes below threshold.

The aim here is to study possible signals of magnetic monopoles at LHC. According
to previous studies [26], the most promising mechanism is photon fusion. The elemen-
tary diagrams contributing to pair production are those in Fig. 2, where the explicit
couplings have been shown.

The photon-fusion elementary cross section is obtained from the well-known QED
electron-positron pair creation cross section [38], simply changing the coupling constant
(e → gβ ) and the electron mass by the monopole mass me → m, leading to

σ(γ γ → mm) =
π g4 (1− β2) β4

2m2

!

3− β4

2β
log

!

1 + β

1− β

"

− (2− β2)

"

, (4)

where β is the monopole velocity, a function of the center-of-mass energy, E. In Fig. 3
we show the ω = E/2m dependence of the adimensional functional form of Eq.(4) to
show the effect of the β g coupling. The solid curve corresponds to the electron-positron
case, the dashed one to the monopole case which contains the β4 factor. One should

4
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Axion-like particles

Searching for axion-like particles with ultra-peripheral heavy-ion collisions

Simon Knapen,1, 2 Tongyan Lin,1, 2 Hou Keong Lou,1, 2 and Tom Melia1, 2

1Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720, USA
2Theoretical Physics Group, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720, USA

(Dated: July 22, 2016)

We show that ultra-peripheral heavy-ion collisions at the LHC can be used to search for axion-
like particles with mass below 100 GeV. The Z4 enhanced photon-photon luminosity from the ions
provides a large exclusive production rate, with a signature of a resonant pair of back-to-back
photons and no other activity in the detector. In addition, we present both new and updated limits
from recasting multi-photon searches at LEP II and the LHC, which are more stringent than those
currently in the literature for the mass range 100 MeV to 100 GeV.

I. INTRODUCTION

A number of outstanding experimental and theoretical
observations point to an incompleteness of the standard
model (SM); notable examples include the existence of
dark matter, the strong CP problem, and the hierarchy
problem. Proposed resolutions typically involve the in-
troduction of new particles or even whole new sectors
beyond the SM. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), in
its capacity as a energy-frontier proton-proton (p-p) col-
lider, has a suite of dedicated searches for many di↵erent
new physics scenarios (for an overview, see Ref. [1, 2]).

Beyond p-p collisions, the LHC also collides heavy ions
at unprecedented energies. ATLAS, CMS, LHCb and
ALICE have all recorded proton-lead (p-Pb) and lead-
lead (Pb-Pb) collisions. For Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC,
the design luminosity is ⇠ 1 nb�1

/year, with an eventual
center-of-mass energy per nucleon of

p
s

NN

= 5.5 TeV.
With this reduced luminosity and lower per-nucleon col-
lision energy, heavy-ion collisions are not optimized for
typical beyond the SM (BSM) physics searches. How-
ever, the large charge of the lead ions (Z = 82) results in
a huge Z

4 enhancement for the coherent photon-photon
luminosity, which can in principle be exploited to search
for new physics that couples predominantly to photons.
Interestingly, this coherent enhancement extends to ener-
gies above 100 GeV, essentially because the wavelength of
such high energy photons is still longer than the Lorentz-
contracted size of the ultra-relativistic Pb ions.

These coherent electromagnetic interactions occur in
ultra-peripheral collisions (UPCs), where the impact pa-
rameter is much larger than the ion radius, such that
the ions scatter quasi-elastically and remain intact. (See
Ref. [3–5] for reviews of the subject.) Such exclusive pro-
cesses are characterized by a lack of additional detector
activity and a large rapidity gap between the produced
particles and outgoing beams. This allows very e�cient
background rejection of non-exclusive interactions and
provides a clean environment to search for new particles.
One particularly fascinating early proposal was a search
for the SM Higgs boson in photon fusion [6–8]. Although
the rate for this process is too small for the planned lu-
minosity at the LHC [9], it is nevertheless a very instruc-
tive benchmark for the study of exclusive particle pro-

duction in UPCs. Other early proposals include searches
for e.g. supersymmetry [10] or extra dimensions [11], but
have not been competitive with the analogous searches
with p-p collisions.

In this Letter, we present an application of heavy-ion
collisions to search for scalar and pseudoscalar particles
produced in photon fusion (Fig. 1) and with mass in the
range 5 to 100 GeV. Relatively light pseudoscalar bosons
are natural ingredients in a large class of models which
invoke the breaking of approximate symmetries. The ⇡

0

and ⌘ are known examples of this type of particle in the
SM. In extensions of the SM, such particles can couple to
the electromagnetic sector through a Lagrangian of the
form
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⇤
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where a is the new pseudoscalar, often referred to as
an axion-like particle (ALP), F̃
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F

⇢�

, m
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is the mass of the ALP, and 1/⇤ is the coupling con-
stant. We also consider the same interaction arising from
the ALP coupling to hypercharge, through the opera-
tor � 1

4 cos

2
✓W
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⇤
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e
B. Although we take a pseudoscalar as

a benchmark, our conclusions apply for scalars as well,
upon substituting F̃ (B̃) with F (B) in Eq. (1).

For UPCs, the total cross section for ALP production
in the narrow width approximation is given by
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where �(a ! ��) = 1

64⇡
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2 is the decay width of the
ALP into photons, and L
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) is the photon-photon
luminosity, evaluated at m
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FIG. 1. Exclusive ALP production in ultra-peripheral Pb-Pb
collisions.
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• The                transition in CEP can be sensitive to Axion like particles. �� ! ��

• Discussed in Kapen et al. (1607.06083) - find that in heavy ion collisions 
can set the strongest limits yet on these couplings.

• Implementation, including full      
decay kinematics, will be included in 
next release.

S. Knapen et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 118 (2017) no.17, 171801
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Figure 7: Diphoton invariant mass distribution at
p
s = 5.02 TeV in Pb–Pb collisions, for

integrated luminosity L = 10 nb�1. The result due to the production of an ALP of mass 10
and 30 GeV is shown, with coupling g

a

= 5⇥ 10�5 GeV�1, in both cases with a width of 0.5
GeV included to roughly mimic the e↵ect of experimental resolution. The continuum light–
by–light background is also shown. The photons are required to have transverse momentum
p�? > 3 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘�| < 2.4.

scalar ALP, through the replacement F̃ ! F . For the �
�1��1 ! a amplitudes these give:
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As an example, the expected signals due to a 10 and 30 GeV ALP, with coupling g
a

= 5⇥10�5

GeV�1, are shown in Fig. 7, overlaid on the continuum light–by–light background. The
expected number of events (ignoring any further experimental e�ciencies) with L = 10 nb�1

of
p
s = 5.02 TeV Pb–Pb collision data are shown. We note that in both cases these are not

excluded by current experimental constraints [21].

3.3 Monopole and monopolium production

Magnetic monopoles complete the symmetry of Maxwell’s equations and explain charge quan-
tization add little more background/refs. As such states would be expected to have large
electromagnetic couplings, one possibility is to search for the production of monopole pairs, or
bound states of monopole pairs (so called ‘monopolium’) through exclusive photon–initiated
production at the LHC [22]. In the MC we have implemented the CEP of both monopoles
pairs, and monopolium, in the latter case followed by the decay to two photons.

For the production of monopole pairs, we simply apply the known results for lepton pair
production �� ! l+l�, but with the replacement ↵ ! 1/4↵ LHL- strangely I have 1/8 in
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SuperChic 2.5

• A MC event generator for CEP 
processes. Common platform for:

‣ QCD-induced CEP.

‣ Photoproduction.

‣ Photon-photon induced CEP.

• For pp, pA and AA collisions.

https://superchic.hepforge.org

• Weighted/unweighted events (LHE, HEPMC) available- can interface 
to Pythia/HERWIG etc as required.

• Release with publication 
imminent - stay tuned!
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Summary

• SuperChic 2.5 - an updated MC for CEP.

• Generates photon and QCD-induced CEP consistently in pp, pA and 

AA collisions.

• Paper in final stages of preparation- stay tuned!

•In (near) future - SUSY particle production (with corresponding 

publication - see Valery’s talk).

Thank you for listening!


